
" Professor Jean-Luc Rigal from IUT A de Lille, FRANCE" came to 

Asahikawa 
 

  On April 5th, Dr. Jean-Luc Rigal from IUT A de Lille visited Asahikawa. He is 

responsible for the exchange program between KOSENs in Japan and IUTs in France. 

  Dr. Rigal and our president Dr. Takahashi talked in English and Japanese about our 

future relationship.  He also visited our facilities as well as the two laboratories where 

the French internship students, who arrived in Asahikawa on the previous day, are 

currently working. 

  In addition to Dr. Rigal, a professor from IUT de Valenciennes is scheduled to visit 

our college in June. 

  We hope that this international exchange with French IUTs, for both students and 

faculty members, will be further deepened. 

 

 

 

President Kaoru TAKAHASHI Professor Jean-Luc RIGAL 



“Three overseas students arrived!!” 

  On April 2nd, we welcomed three overseas students: LEE Hao Jie from Malaysia, 

and Arthur ALAIN and Guillaume WASILEWSKI from France.  On the 5th, they 

introduced themselves in Japanese in front of the students and were welcomed with 

heart-warming applause. 

  Mr. LEE is now enrolled in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

and continue his study for the next three years.  Mr. ALAIN and Mr. WASILEWSKI 

will conduct their research for three months under the supervision of associate 

professors Dr. GIBO and Dr. ISHIKO respectively. 

  We sincerely hope that the three students will have fruitful KOSEN life. 

 

Mr. ALAIN was wearing nice GHIBLI’s hoody. Amazingly, he got it in FRANCE!! 

 

Arthur ALAIN         LEE Hao Jie         Guillaume WASILEWSKI 

From  Le Havre, FRANCE   Penang, MALAYSIA      Valenciennes, FRANCE 

As an  internship student   overseas student (3rd grade)    internship student 

  



Message from them 

from Arthur ALAIN 

I wanted to go to japan for my Internship, because I love japanese culture, especially the 

studio Ghibli. I wish to discover the surroundings of Asahikawa and Hokkaido 

and improve my command in Japanese as well as learn about the working environment 

in the IT field. 

 

 from LEE Hao Jie 

I am glad to have an opportunity to study at National Institute of Technology, 

Asahikawa College. The teachers and students here are very kind and helpful. At last, I 

hope that I can learn more about technology and make more Japanese friends! 

 

from Guillaume WASILEWSKI 

I wanted to go to japan for my internship because it allows me to improve my 

knowledge in english and japanese. Besides the japanese culture is something unknown 

to me and I was curious to discover it. I hope to leave japan with the skills and 

knowledge to be able enter the working environment in Maintenance. 

 

 



"2018 Final Internship Study Report Meeting by Institut 
Universitaire de Technologie (IUT) de VALENCIENNES 
Internship Students, France" 

On June 20th (Wed.), two French internship students had presentations to report their 

research outcomes that have been carried out in our college for three months. The 

meeting was attended by Advanced Course students and faculty members involved in 

the internship projects. 

Based on the agreement on academic exchanges with French IUTs, we have accepted 

two French internship students since last year. 

They made presentations about academic research and Japanese cultural exploration at 

our school. 

This year, professor Deblecker came all the way from IUT Valenciennes in France to 

attend the meeting, breaking the ice with the French students before their presentations. 

The first presenter Mr. Broussard Florian talked about "Survey of Deep Learning and 

Object Detection". 

Subsequently, Mr. Cabusat Bastien reported on "Formability of Carbon Fiber reinforced 

plastic sheets". 

The participants were listening to the presentations with understanding, and talks 

about their actual experiences of Japanese culture caused much laughter in the room. It 

was a very valuable meeting. 

  

▲ Mr. Broussard Florian             ▲ Mr. Cabusat Bastien 

 

▲ With professor Deblecker 


